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SIEBEL CRM ON DEMAND
MARKETING
With Siebel CRM On Demand Marketing, you’ll have the integrated
tools to enhance the way you and your team market to your
customers. These tools can help you know your audience better,
SIEBEL CRM ON DEMAND

quickly create targeted and personalized campaigns, and improve

CAN ENHANCE THE WAY

the management of your leads.

YOU MARKET
• Capture all vital customer

data in a single source
• Create more-personalized

campaigns
• Gain visibility into your

marketing initiatives
• Enhance lead routing and list

management

Campaign Design & Execution
Targeting the right message to the right customer is the centerpiece of effective
marketing. Utilizing advanced segmentation capabilities, your marketing team can
easily perform multidimensional segmentation to generate campaign lists segmented
by any combination of information you track in Siebel CRM On Demand.
Design multistage marketing programs using the solution’s powerful graphical
interface. Plan a campaign using multiple offers for each stage of the campaign.
Each stage can have multiple offers, segments, and campaigns. The possibilities are
endless.
You can also design stages based on customer responses or event triggers. For
example, if a prospect visits the Web site and downloads a brochure, a follow-up
e-mail can be generated thanking that prospect for visiting.
E-mail Marketing On Demand
Easily set up and configure e-mail campaigns on the fly using the easy-to-use
campaign creation interface. You don’t have to be an HTML genius or segmentation
wiz to create personalized, high-impact e-mail campaigns.
With CRM On Demand, you can:
•

Send e-mail campaigns

•

Create rich HTML and text e-mails using an embedded HTML and text editor

•

Merge customer data into personalized e-mails

•

Insert conditional messaging based on recipient attributes

•

Track delivery and response for each recipient automatically

Advanced List Management
List management functionality further increases productivity and usability. When
creating new lists or editing lists, users are provided with context-sensitive help to
guide them through correctly defining list criteria. In addition, list content can be
easily exported from the list page into third-party applications such as Microsoft
Excel for further analysis.
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KEY FEATURES:
LEAD ASSIGNMENT
• Automated lead assignment
• E-mail notification for new

leads
LEAD MANAGEMENT
• Closed-loop lead tracking
• One-step lead conversion

Outlook E-mail Integration
Associate inbound and outbound e-mails, including attachments, with contacts,
leads, accounts, opportunities, and service requests. Capture new e-mail addresses,
search for addressee information, and edit and create new records in Siebel CRM On
Demand. You can do it all with a single click while working directly within
Microsoft Outlook.

• Historical lead tracking

Campaign Management

• Lead qualification scripts

Response Capture

• Two-tier lead management

Capture responses in real time using embedded links within Web pages, product

CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT

links, downloads, Web submission forms, and surveys. Siebel CRM On Demand

• Comprehensive campaign

Marketing automatically associates each response to the original campaign and

planning and management
• Real-time tracking of

budgetary and other metrics
• Multidimensional contact

segmentation

contact, allowing you to easily measure marketing effectiveness.
With Response Capture, you can:
•

Analyze responses by channel

•

Analyze responses by campaign

•

View closed-loop response tracking from prospect to closure

•

Determine which of your campaigns are the most effective

Customization

Tailor your hosted CRM solution to a whole new level using Siebel CRM On
Demand’s powerful new customization capabilities, which allow you to create
customer fields and reports using dozens of fields and multiple logical arguments.
Customization features let you:
•

Automatically rename tabs and objects throughout the solution
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•

Pass data to an external system by creating a hyperlink

•

Create tailored home pages

•

Define role management, user-privileges data access, and screen layout

•

Run reports and analyses from customized fields

Offline Access

Take Siebel CRM On Demand on the road. Offline functionality allows access to
accounts, contacts, opportunities, tasks, and appointments without internet access.
Modify or create new sales opportunities and synchronize updates when reconnected
to the internet in the office, at home, or in a hotel.
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Lead Management
Automated Lead Assignment

Automatically assign leads to the right person based on territory, product expertise,
or user-defined rules. Reassign leads based on territory changes or personnel
changes. Lead assignment features include a built-in wizard for directly importing
leads from spreadsheets, automatic lead assignment based on predefined rules,
e-mail notification for new lead assignments, and easy reassignment of leads.
With Automated Lead Assignment, you can:
•

Streamline lead importing

•

Conduct easy analysis of lead sources by campaign and channel
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Lead Followup

From qualifying leads to closing revenue, you can easily track leads through each
stage of the sales process using Siebel CRM On Demand’s closed-loop marketing
design. Two-tiered lead management lets inside sales representatives qualify leads
while field sales reps focus on converting leads into revenue-generating
opportunities. Lead-management features include automatic lead assignment,
automatic e-mail notifications, closed-loop lead tracking, and easy lead
reassignment based on territory/personnel changes.
Lead management lets you:
•

Track leads through each stage of sales cycle

•

Support two-tiered lead management

•

Identify productive lead sources

•

Create a consistent standard for qualified leads

•

Focus reps on the most promising opportunities
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Marketing Analytics

Using powerful marketing analytics, you can view real-time and historical campaign
reports to track conversion rates and responses to marketing programs. Built-in
analytics allow you to quickly improve campaign effectiveness and monitor message
effectiveness.
With prebuilt and configurable marketing analytics, you can:
•

Easily quantify leads generated

•

Gain real-time insight to campaign performance

•

Associate responses to sales opportunities

Learn More About Siebel CRM On Demand
For more information, CONTACT
Promero, Inc.
Toll Free: (888) 204-0822
Tel: (954) 935-8800 Option 7
Fax: (866) 504-4212
Email: sales@promero.com
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